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If A is a p.i. algebra in characteristic zero with action from a finite-dimensional
semisimple Hopf algebra H, then A has a nilpotent H-ideal N such that ArN
will be H-verbally semiprime. Every H-verbally semiprime algebra is H-p.i. equiva-
lent to a direct sum of H-verbally prime algebras. In the case of a finite group
action or a grading by an abelian group, we show that the sum can be taken to be
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w xIn 3 Kemer proved a basic classification theorem for p.i. algebras in
characteristic zero. We recall his results briefly: If A is a p.i. algebra over
a characteristic zero field, then A has a nilpotent ideal I such that ArI is
Ž .¤erbally semiprime. This means that if f x , . . . , x is not an identity for1 n
Ž . Ž .ArI, then neither is f x , . . . , x f x , . . . , x . Next, if A is a verbally1 n nq1 2 n
semiprime algebra then it is p.i. equivalent to a finite direct sum of ¤erbally
Ž .prime algebras. Verbally prime means that if f x , . . . , x is not an1 n
Ž . Ž .identity and g x , . . . , x is not an identity then f x , . . . , x =1 m 1 n
Ž .g x , . . . , x is not an identity. Finally, Kemer classifies all verballynq1 nqm
prime algebras, again, up to p.i. equivalence. Every verbally prime p.i.
algebra is equivalent to either the n = n matrices over the field, for some
n; or, to n = n matrices over the Grassmann algebra, for some n; or to
M , for some k, l, which we define below. It turns out that the n = nk , l
matrices over the field are p.i. equivalent to M so there are really twon, 0
Ž .families of verbally prime p.i. algebras, M E and M .n k , l
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A key ingredient in Kemer's work is the use of Zr2Z-graded algebras.
The Grassmann algebra, E, is an important example of a Zr2Z-graded
algebra. Throughout this paper the Grassmann algebra E will be over an
unspecified infinite-dimensional vector space. The degree zero part E is0
spanned by products of even numbers of vectors and the degree one part
E is spanned by odd numbers. Note that E is the center of E and that1 0
elements of E anticommute with each other. Any Zr2Z-graded algebra1
with these two properties is called supercommutative. Given any Zr2Z-
graded algebra A he defines A* to be A m E [ A m E . This operation0 0 1 1
is an involution on graded varieties in the sense that if A and B satisfy the
same Zr2Z-graded identities, then so do A* and B*; and that A satisfies
the same graded identities as A**. The reader should note that, by
Kemer's theorem, every verbally prime algebra is p.i. equivalent to some
A* or A m E, where A is simple. Kemer has a generalization of the notion
of graded algebras we will describe later with respect to which all of the
verbally prime algebras are of the form A* for A graded simple.
It is our goal in this paper to generalize this theory to p.i. algebras with
an action by a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra H, which we
take to be fixed. One may define H-polynomials and H-polynomial identi-
ties, and use this definition to define H-verbally prime and H-verbally
semiprime. Here then is our main theorem:
Ž .THEOREM. 1 Let A be any p.i. algebra in characteristic zero with
action from the finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra H. Then there is a
nilpotent H-ideal I such that ArI is H-¤erbally semiprime.
Ž .2 Let A be H-¤erbally semiprime. Then A is H-p.i. equi¤alent to a
direct sum of H-¤erbally prime algebras.
Ž .3 E¤ery H-¤erbally prime algebra is H-p.i. equi¤alent to either some
B*, where B is H-prime, or some B m E, where B is H-prime.
Ž .In part 2 of the theorem we are not able to prove that the direct sum
will be finite in general. We are able to prove it in the special cases in
which H is a group algebra where the group elements acts as automor-
phisms or H is dual of a group algebra of an abelian group and the action
corresponds to a grading by the group. The sticking point in the proof is
the need to show that a given finite-dimensional algebra A accepts only
finitely many H-actions, up to automorphism. We are happy to thank R.
Guralnick and P. Slodowy for helping us with the group case. In these
Ž .special cases we can also strengthen part 3 of the above theorem and
show that the algebras B which occur must be H-simple and finite-dimen-
sional.
Note that an algebra with H-action may satisfy H-identities but not be
p.i. Our theorem does not apply to these algebras. We close the paper by
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classifying algebras with action by a cyclic group and algebras with a
Zr2Z-grading.
1. DEFINITIONS
We will be working throughout with p.i. algebras A with an action from
the fixed, finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra H, all over the
characteristic zero field F. The first author discussed the H-identities of
w xthese algebras in 1 . The idea is this: Given a set of variables X one may
² < : ² < :form F X H , the free F-algebra with H-action on the set X. F X H
has the universal property that if A is an H-algebra, then any set theoretic
² < :map X “ A extends to an H-algebra map F X H “ A. Elements of the
universal algebra are H-polynomials, and an H-polynomial which vanished
Ž . ² < :under all H-homomorphisms substitutions from F X H to A would be
an H-identity for A. For example, let A be Zr2Z-graded and let p ,i
i s 0, 1, be the projections onto the homogeneous parts. Then A is
supercommutative if it satisfies the three identities
f x , y s p x p y y p y p x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
g x , y s p x p y y p y p xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 0
and
h x , y s p x p y q p y p x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
In order to imitate Kemer's constructions in the p.i. case, we now
generalize to algebras B with H-action and with Zr2Z-grading, such that
the action preserves the grading. Graded H-polynomials are elements of
² < :the free, graded H-algebra F X j Y H in which letters from X are
degree zero and letters from Y are degree one. And, a graded H-identity
Ž .for B would be such a polynomial f x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y which vanished1 n 1 n
under all graded substitutions into B. The ideal of identities for an algebra
is called an H-T-ideal. It will be invariant under all H-homomorphisms
² < :from F X j Y H to itself. An equivalent point of view which is also
useful is to consider B as an algebra with action from the Hopf algebra
Ž . Ž .Zr2Z = H, where Zr2Z = H denotes the tensor product of H with
Ž . Ž .the group algebra F Zr2Z . From this point of view a Zr2Z = H-
² <Ž . .polynomial would be an element of F Z Zr2Z = H , where Z is an
ungraded alphabet. The degree is encoded instead in the action. So, for
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..example, instead of h x h y we would have h p z h p z . We1 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 2
will alternate freely between these two points of view.
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As usual in p.i. theory, the multilinear polynomials play a special role.
For our purposes, the more useful definition of multilinear would be with
respect to the z 's rather than the x's and y's. So, a polynomial
Ž .f x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y would be multilinear if for all a , . . . , a g F,1 n 1 n 1 n
f a x , . . . , a x , a y , . . . , a y s a ??? a f x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y .Ž . Ž .1 1 n n 1 1 n n 1 n 1 n 1 n
We denote the space of Zr2Z-graded, multilinear, degree n H-polynomials
Ž < . Ž < .as V Z H and the subspace of identities for B as V B H . As usual, twon n
algebras will satisfy the same graded, H-identities if and only if they satisfy
the same graded, multilinear H-identities. This implies in particular that if
K is a field extension of F that A and A m K satisfy the same identities.F
There is a useful connection with representation theory which we now
describe.
There is an identification between multilinear polynomials of degree n
Ž . Žand elements of the wreath product Zr2Z = H ; S . Unfortunately then
same symbol ; is used for both p.i. equivalence and wreath products.
.Hopefully it will be obvious which one is meant from the context. The
identification is given by: If e , . . . , e g Zr2Z, h , . . . , h g H and s g S ,1 n 1 n n
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .then e , h , . . . , e , h ; s g Zr2Z = H ; S is identified with1 1 n n n
Ž . Ž .h u ??? h u , where u equals x or y , according to whethers Ž1. s Ž1. s Žn. s Žn. i i i
Ž .e is 0 or 1. This identification gives an action of Zr2Z = H ; S oni n
Ž < .V Z H corresponding to multiplication on the left with the property thatn
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž .e , h , . . . , e , h ; s g Zr2Z = H ; S times f u , . . . , u equals1 1 n n n 1 n
zero unless the degree of u is e for all i, in which case it equalsi s Ž i.
Ž Ž . Ž ..f h u , . . . , h u ; i.e., it acts by the graded substitution u ‹s Ž1. s Ž1. s Žn. s Žn. i
Ž . Ž < . w x Ž .h u . In particular, V B H will be submodule. By 5 , Zr2Z = Hs Ž i. s Ž i. n
; S is semisimple, and so we may writen
< < <V Z H s V B H [ Q B H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž < . Ž < .over Zr2Z = H ; S . So we may consider V B H and Q B H asn n n
Ž < . Ž .either submodules of V Z H or as left ideals of Zr2Z = H ; S .n n
2. FINITE GENERATION
Given a Zr2Z-graded algebra B we define B* to be B m E [ B m E ,0 0 1 1
where E is the infinite-dimensional Grassmann algebra with its usual
Zr2Z-grading. Note that if B has an H-action then B* will also carry an
H-action, with H acting trivially on E. Let us write B ; B if B and B1 2 1 2
satisfy the same graded H-identities. Then the )-operation on algebras
Ž . U U Ž .has the properties 1 B ; B if and only if B ; B and 2 B ; B** for1 2 1 2
all B. There is also a corresponding involution on multilinear polynomials.
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ŽGiven a multilinear, degree n polynomial of the form f x , . . . , x ,i i1 a
.y , . . . , y , where a q b s n choose homogeneous degree one elements ofj j1 b
the Grassmann algebra, e , . . . , e and define the multilinear polynomialj j1 b
f * via
f x , . . . , x , e y , . . . , e y s f * x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y e ??? e ,Ž . Ž .i i j j j j i i j j j j1 a 1 1 b b 1 a 1 b 1 b
where the e's commute with the x's and y's. This operation may be
Ž < .extended to all of the V Z H by linearity. Note that for any B, f will ben
an identity for B if and only if f * is an identity for B*.
Ž .Let A be any ungraded p.i. algebra with H-action. Following Kemer
we may alter the definition of a Zr2Z-grading so as to allow the possibility
that the degree 0 part and the degree 1 part intersect. Then grade A via
A s A s A . Alternately, we could set A s A and At s A , where t is a0 1 0 1
central, degree one element with t 2 s 1. In any event, a polynomial
Ž .f z , . . . , z is a graded identity for A if and only if it is an identity for A.1 n
Moreover, A* s A m E, with the grading coming from E. Our main
technical result is that A* can be finitely represented, namely, that there
exists a finitely generated, graded algebra B such that B ; A*.
Ž .Given k and l, let U A be the generic algebra for A as an H-algebrak , l
Ž .on k degree 0 generators and l degree one generators. So, U A wouldk , l
 4be the free H-algebra on x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y modulo the graded H-1 k 1 l
identities of A.
LEMMA 1. Let A be a p.i. algebra with H-action and grade A ¤ia
Ž . Ž .A s A s A . Then for large enough k and l, A* ; U A* as ungraded0 1 k , l
H-p.i. algebras.
Proof. In order to prove this lemma we need to show that if a
Ž .multilinear degree n polynomial a is not an identity for U A* then itŽk , l .
is not an identity for A*. Let W be the space of homogeneous degree nn
Ž .polynomials in x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y . There is an action of Zr2Z = H ;1 k 1 l
S on the right of W given byn n
w ??? w ? f z , . . . , z s f w , . . . , w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n 1 n
if w and z have the same degree for all i, and zero otherwise. A standardi i
linearization-specialization argument shows that for any algebra B
<W V B H s the identities of B in W .Ž .n n n
Ž .Moreover, from the semisimplicity of Zr2Z = H ; S it is not hard ton
see that
< <W s W V B H [ Q B H .Ž . Ž .n n n n
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Ž < . Ž < . Ž .This is because V B H s V Z H e for an idempotent e in Zr2Z = Hn n
Ž < . Ž < . Ž < .; S ’ V Z H and Q B H s V Z H f , where f s 1 y e is an or-n n n n
Ž < . Ž < .thogonal idempotent. Hence, W V B H s W e and W Q B H s W f.n n n n n n
But, if we s w9 f , then we s we2 s w9 fe s 0.
w xNow, given a p.i. algebra A with H-action, we know from 1 that there
exists a k and l such that the cocharacter of A is contained in the k = l
Ž . Ž .hook, H k, l s the set of all partitions l s l G l G ??? such that1 2
Ž .l F l. Here is what this means: The algebra Zr2Z = H ; S can bekq1 n
written as a direct sum of two sided ideals
Zr2Z = H ; S s IŽ . Ýn ²l:
² :l
w xindexed by multipartitions. Then, Berele's theorem from 1 states that
Ž < .Q A H is contained in the sum of the ideals I with all parts in then ²l:
k = l hook. But, for every a in this ideal there exists a w in W such thatn
w x Ž < .wa* / 0 by 5 . So wa* f I A H ; and this can happen if and only ifn
Ž < .w f I A* H . Hence, if a multilinear, graded H-polynomial is not ann
identity for A* then it has a specialization into k degree zero variables and
Ž < .l degree one variables which is not in I A H , and so it is not an identityn
Ž .for U A* . This completes the proof.k , l
3. GENERAL STRUCTURE
LEMMA 2. Let A be a finitely generated algebra with H-action. Then the
intersection of the H-prime ideals is nilpotent.
Proof. Since A is a p.i. algebra, the maximal ideals of A are precisely
the primitive ideals of A. In addition, since A is finitely generated, the
Jacobson radical of A is nilpotent. Thus the intersection of the maximal
ideals of A is nilpotent. If P is a maximal ideal and if Q is the largest
H-stable ideal of A contained in P, then Q is an H-prime ideal. As a
result, the intersection of the H-prime ideals is contained in the Jacobson
radical and therefore must be nilpotent.
LEMMA 3. Let B be H-prime and Zr2Z-graded in Kemer 's sense. Then
B* is H-¤erbally prime. Moreo¤er, B l B is an H-stable ideal of B.0 1
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let I and J be ungraded H-T-ideals such that I B* and
Ž . Ž . Ž .J B* are non-zero. Then I* B and J* B are non-zero H-ideals of B.
So, their product I*J* does not vanish on B, hence IJ does not vanish on
B*. The second assertion is clear.
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THEOREM 1. Let A be any p.i. algebra with H-action. Then A has a
nilpotent H-ideal J such that ArJ is H-¤erbally semiprime. Moreo¤er, J is an
intersection of H-¤erbally prime ideals, and e¤ery H-¤erbally prime ideal is the
ideal of identities of some B*, where B is H-prime and B l B is an H-stable0 1
ideal of B.
Proof. Let B be a finitely generated algebra, graded H-p.i. equivalent
to A*. In B the intersection of the H-prime ideals lI is nilpotent. Fora
Ž .each I let J be the identities of BrI . Then the evaluation J B isa a a a
contained in I and so the intersection of the J will be nilpotent. But, bya a
the previous lemma, ArJU is verbally prime. The intersection will be aa
nilpotent ideal of A modulo which A will be verbally semiprime.
If H is a group algebra or the dual of a group algebra, there is more we
can say.
LEMMA 4. Let A be a finitely generated H-prime p.i. algebra, where H is
either the group algebra of a finite group or the dual of a group algebra of a
finite abelian group. Also, let Z denote the center of A and let K be the
quotient field of the integral domain Z H. If A H is the localization of A atŽZ .
the nonzero elements of Z H, then A H is semiprime, H-simple and finite-di-ŽZ .
mensional o¤er the field K.
Proof. Since A is H-prime and every element of Z H generates an
H-stable ideal of A, the nonzero elements of Z H are regular in A.
Furthermore, since H is a group algebra or its dual, A is also semiprime
and it follows that every nonzero ideal of A intersects Z nontrivially. In
addition, since H is cocommutative, Z is H-stable. However, since Z has
no nilpotent elements and H is a group algebra or its dual, every nonzero
H-stable ideal of Z intersects Z H nontrivially. Thus every nonzero H-sta-
ble ideal of A intersects Z H nontrivially and so, A H is both semiprimeŽZ .
and H-simple and the center of A H is the quotient field of Z H.ŽZ .
Therefore, it suffices to consider the case where A is H-simple and Z H is
a field and we will need to show that A is finite-dimensional over Z H.
To this end, we can form the smash product ZaH and let it act on Z.
The simple ZaH-submodules of Z are the H-stable ideals of Z. Since
every nonzero H-stable ideal of Z intersects Z H nontrivially and Z H is a
field, it follows that Z is a simple ZaH-module.
Let M denote the annihilator of the action of ZaH on Z. Then Z is a
Ž .faithful simple ZaH rM-module. However, ZaH is a finite module over
Ž .the commutative ring Z, thus ZaH satisfies a p.i. and clearly ZaH rM
Ž .must also satisfy a p.i. As a result, ZaH rM is a primitive p.i. ring and
therefore must be simple. Let H denote the integral of H; since H is the
H Ž .identity map on Z , it follows that H f M. Therefore ZHZ rM is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .nonzero ideal of ZaH rM and so, ZHZ rM s ZaH rM.
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Therefore there exists ¤ g ZHZ and w g M such that
1 s ¤ q w.
Note that ¤ must be of the form Ým a Hb , where a , b g Z. If r g Z andis1 i i i i
if we let both sides of the equation act on r we obtain
m
r s ¤ ? r q w ? r s a t b r ,Ž .Ý i i
is1
where t is the trace map. Now consider the map
m
Hf : Z “ Z[
isi
defined as
m
f r s t b r .Ž . Ž .[ i
isi
Clearly f is a linear transformation of vector spaces over the field Z H.
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, if f r s 0, then t b r s 0, for all i F m and it follows thati
Ž .r s Ý a t b r s 0. Therefore f is an injection and we can consider Z as ai i
Ž H .msubspace of the m-dimensional space Z . Hence Z is l-dimensional
over Z H, for some l F m.
Suppose B [ ??? [ B is a direct sum of ideals of A. Since each B1 s i
intersects Z nontrivially, each B contains some nonzero b g Z. Certainlyi i
the b are linearly independent over Z H, hence s F l. Therefore therei
exists a positive integer n such that A contains a direct sum of n ideals
and A contains no longer direct sum of ideals. Thus there exists ideals
C , . . . , C such that C [ ??? [ C is a direct sum.1 n 1 n
Each C must be a prime ring, for if D, E were nonzero ideals of Ci i
with DE s 0, then we could replace C in the direct sum by C DC [i i i
C EC , thereby contracting the choice of n. If we let Z denote the centeri i i
of C , then Z is a commutative domain which is contained in Z. There-i i
fore Z is also finite-dimensional over the field Z H and hence Z must alsoi i
be a field. However, since C is a prime p.i. algebras whose center is ai
field, it follows that C is simple and finite-dimensional over Z H. In light ofi
this, the sum C [ ??? [ C is also finite-dimensional over Z H.1 n
Ž . ŽFinally, let e be the identity of C [ ??? [ C . Since 1 y e A l C1 n 1
. Ž .[ ??? [ C s 0, we could produce a longer direct sum unless 1 y e A sn
Ž .0. Thus 1 y e A s 0 and so, e is the identity of A. Therefore A s
HC [ ??? [ C and A is finite-dimensional over Z .1 n
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COROLLARY. Let A and H be as in the pre¤ious lemma and assume that
K is algebraically closed. Then A H is a finite direct sum of matrix algebras ofŽZ .
the same size.
Proof. Suppose a , . . . , a g A H , h g H, and s g S . Then1 n Z n
h ? a ??? a s h ? a ??? h ? a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýs Ž1. s Žn. 1 s Ž1. n s Žn.
However, since H is cocommutative, we can permute the h to obtaini
h ? a ??? a s h ? a ??? h ? a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýs Ž1. s Žn. s Ž1. s Ž1. s Žn. s Žn.
Therefore, we have
h ? s a , . . . , a s s h ? a , . . . , h ? a .Ž . Ž .n 1 n n s Ž1. s Ž1. s Žn. s Žn.
As a result, the values of any standard identity generate an H-stable ideal
Ž .Hof A . Now let m be the smallest positive integer such that M KŽZ . m
appears as a direct summand in A H . Then the values of s generate anŽZ . 2 m
Ž .H-stable ideal whose intersection with the direct summand M K is zero.m
Since A H is H-simple this implies that the ideal generated by the valuesŽZ .
of s must be zero. Thus A H satisfies s and all the direct summands2 m ŽZ . 2 m
Hin A are the m = m matrices over K.ŽZ .
4. GROUP ACTIONS
At this point one would like to classify all simple, graded algebras with
an H-action and so classify all H-verbally prime algebras. In particular, it
would be desirable to show that every H-semiprime ideal is a finite
intersection of H-verbally prime ideals. Unfortunately, we don't know how
to do the general case. In this section we consider algebras with action
from a fixed, finite group G. We will show, that every G-verbally semiprime
ideal is a finite intersection of G-verbally prime ideals and we describe
G-verbally prime ideals.
Here are some useful lemmas on algebras with actions by finite groups.
LEMMA 5. Let G be a finite group and A a simple G-algebra. Then A is a
direct sum of isomorphic simple algebras.
Ž .Proof. If A is not simple, let I be a maximal ideal. Then each g I ,
Ž .g g G will also be a maximal ideal and ArI and Arg I will be isomor-
Ž .phic. Finally, the intersection F g I is a G-invariant ideal and sog g G
must be zero.
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Ž . tLEMMA 6. Let A s M F be a direct sum of matrix algebras of the samen
size. Assume that A is simple as a G-algebra, and that A has a Zr2Z-grading
Ž .in Kemer 's sense which is compatible with the group action; i.e., A s A q0
Ž .A , each A A : A and each G A : A . Then either A s A s A , or A1 i j iqj i i 0 1
Ž .is a direct sum of isomorphic graded simple ideals, each of which is M F orn
Ž . Ž .M F [ M F .n n
Proof. A l A is a G-stable ideal, hence it is either A or 0. In the0 1
former case, we are done. In the latter case we construct the involution
that acts as the identity on A and as multiplication by y1 on A . Then0 1
an ideal of A will be homogeneous if and only if it is stable under this
involution. But the involution must permute the simple ideals. Let I (
Ž .M F be one such. Then J s I q I* will be a minimal invariant ideal.n
Ž .And A s Ý g J is the desired direct sum decomposition.g g G
Ž .DEFINITION. a Given an n = n matrix M over any ring and given
A CŽ .k G l G 0, k q l s n we decompose M as , where A is a k = kB D
submatrix, B is a k = l submatrix, C is an l = k submatrix, and D is an
Ž .l = l submatrix. Then A and D will be called the k, l diagonal blocks
Ž .and B and C will be called the k, l off diagonal blocks.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Given any algebra R, let M k, l; R denote M R with akq l
Zr2Z-grading in which the degree zero part consists of matrices which are
Ž .zero in the k, l off diagonal blocks, and the degree one part consists of
Ž .matrices which are zero in the k, l diagonal blocks. Note that if l s 0
Ž .then we get M R concentrated in degree zero.k&
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c Let M R s M R [ M R with a Zr2Z-grading in which then nn
degree zero part consists of pairs of equal matrices and the degree one
part consists of pairs of matrices which are negatives of each other.
Ä Ž . Ž .Note that as a graded algebra M E is isomorphic to M E u, where un n
is a central, degree one element with u2 s 1 and with E considered to be
ungraded.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7. a If k / l then the graded automorphisms of M k, l con-
ŽŽ Ž . Ž .. .sists of GL F = GL F rF .k l
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ Ž .b The graded automorphisms of M k, k consists of GL F =k
0 IŽ ..w x . Ž . Ž .GL F g rF , where we adjoin g s g GL F .k 2 kI 0
&
Ž . Ž . Ž .w xc The graded automorphisms of M F consists of PGL F g wherenn
g acts as the identity on the degree zero part and as multiplication by y1 on
the degree one part. Note that in this case g is central.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Every isomorphism M F “ M F must be given by conjuga-n n
Ž . Ž .tion, by the Skolem]Noether theorem. Now, for a and b , note if this
Ž . Ž .conjugation takes the degree zero part, M F [ M F to itself thenk l
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Ž . Ž .either it takes M F to itself and M F to itself, in which case it comesk l
Ž . Ž .from GL F = GL F ; or it reverses the two, in which case k s l and gk l
Ž . Ž .times it comes from GL F = GL F .k k&
Ž . Ž .For c , an automorphism of M F will act on the degree zero part byn
Ž .conjugation from PGL F , since the degree zero part is isomorphic ton
Ž .M F . And, since the action is multiplicative, the action on the degreen
Ž .one part will be determined by the image of I, yI , where I is the
Ž .identity. But, I, yI must go to an element which is central, degree one,
Ž .and has square the identity, I, I . There are only two such elements:
Ž . Ž .I, yI and yI, I .
Ž .LEMMA 8. Gi¤en an algebra A with Zr2Z-grading let Aut A be the
group of graded automorphisms of A.
Ž . Ž .a Let f , f : G “ Aut A be group homomorphisms. Then f and1 2 1
Ž . Ž .f define isomorphic G actions on A if and only if f G and f G are2 1 2
Ž .conjugate in Aut A .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . t Ž .b If A s M F [ ??? [ M F s M F , then Aut A (n n n
Ž .PGL F ; S , i.e., for e¤ery automorphism f : A “ A there exists b , . . . , bn t 1 t
Ž .in¤ertible n = n matrices and a permutation s g S such that f a , . . . , a st 1 t
Ž y1 y1. Ž .b a b , . . . , b a b , for all a , . . . , a g A.1 s Ž1. 1 t s Ž t . t 1 t
Ž .Proof. a The two actions are isomorphic if and only if there exists a
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .u g Aut A such that u f g a s f g u a , for all a g A, g g G. But1 2
this is equivalent to uf uy1 s f .1 2
Ž . Ž .b Given g g G, g must permute the copies of M F because theyn
Ž . Ž .are minimal ideals. Moreover, any isomorphism M F “ M F must ben n
given by conjugation, by the Skolem]Noether theorem.
We leave the proof of the next lemma to the reader.
Ž . tLEMMA 9. Let A s M F be a simple G-algebra with a compatiblen
Ž .Zr2Z-grading, as in Lemma 6, and let Aut A denote the graded automor-
phisms of A.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If A s A s A , then Aut A s PGL F ; S .0 1 n t
Ž . Ž .b If A l A s 0 and each copy of M F is graded, then A s0 1 n
Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž .M k, l and Aut A s Aut M k, l ; S , where Aut M k, l is as int
Lemma 7.
Ž . Ž .c If A l A s 0 and each copy of M F is not graded, then t s 2 q0 1 n&
qÄ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is e¤en, A s M F , and Aut A s Aut M F ; S s PGL F ; H ,n q n qn
where H is the octahedral group, Zr2Z ; S .q q
We now need that there are only finitely many embeddings of a given
Ž .group G into Aut A , up to conjugation in the endomorphism group.
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w xFortunately, this fact was recently proven by P. Slodowy in 6 and by V.
w xPlatonov and A. Rapinchuk in 4 . Slodowy says that the result is essen-
tially due to Weil.
Ž .THEOREM Weil]Platonov]Rapinchuk]Slodowy . If G is a finite group
and G is an algebraic group o¤er an algebraically closed field, with characteris-
< <tic zero or prime to G , then there are only finitely many embeddings of G into
G, up to conjugation in G.
In the case of finite group actions we may now strength the results of
Section 3.
THEOREM 2. Let A be a p.i. algebra with action from the finite group G.
If A is G-¤erbally semiprime, then A is G-p.i. equi¤alent to a finite direct sum
of G-¤erbally prime algebras, and if A is G-¤erbally prime, then A is G-p.i.
equi¤alent to one of
Ž . Ž . t1 M E for some n and t; orn
Ž . t2 M for some k, l, and t; ork , l&
tŽ . Ž .3 M E ,n
with group action as in Lemma 9.
Proof. As in Theorem 1, A is equivalent to B*, where B is a direct
sum of G-simple Zr2Z-graded algebras. We first show that, up to G-p.i.
equivalence, there are only finitely many simple algebras C which satisfy
all the identities of B. Tensoring with the algebraic closure of F we may
assume by Lemma 5 that all these simple algebras are n = n matrices, for
some n. Since C is G-simple, the simple algebras will be permuted by G,
< <so there will be at most G of them. Also, the size of the matrices is
bounded by the degree of the standard identity satisfied by B which is in
turn determined by the identities of A. Finally, by Lemma 9, the automor-
phism group of C is an algebraic group so we may apply the
Weil]Platonov]Rapinchuk]Slodowy theorem to conclude that each
Ž . tM F admits only finitely many G actions up to conjugation. This showsn
that up to graded H-p.i. equivalence there are only finitely many simple
G-algebras which satisfy the identities of B.
5. GROUP GRADINGS
If we try to generalize the material of the previous section to the case of
an algebra A with grading by the finite group G, two problems arise. First
of all, a graded simple algebra need not be a direct sum of simple
isomorphic algebras. For example, if A is the group algebra FG, then A is
graded simple, but in general it will be a direct sum of matrix algebras of
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different sizes. Second, we don't have an analog of the Weil]Platonov]
Rapinchuk]Slodowy theorem to tell us that there are only finitely many
G-gradings on a given algebra, up to conjugation. We have not been able
to prove that a G-verbally semiprime algebra is equivalent to a finite direct
sum of G-verbally prime algebras. The question seems to be an interesting
one.
LEMMA 10. Let G be a finite group and A a G-graded simple algebra.
< <Then A is p.i. equi¤alent to a direct sum of at most G simple algebras.
w x < <Proof. By Theorem 6.3 of 2 , A contains at most G minimal primes
P , P , . . . , P and F m P s 0. Therefore A is p.i.-equivalent to the1 2 m is1 i
direct sum ArP [ ??? [ ArP . Each ArP is a prime p.i. algebra and is1 m i
certainly p.i. equivalent to a simple algebra.
Arguing as in the previous section we get
COROLLARY. E¤ery G-¤erbally prime algebra is G-p.i. equi¤alent to an
< < Ž .algebra which is a direct sum of at most G algebras of the form M E orn
M .k , l
If G is abelian we may use the duality between group actions and group
gradings to obtain analogs of all of the results of the previous section.
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finite abelian group and A a G-graded, G-¤er-
bally semiprime p.i. algebra. Then A is G-p.i. equi¤alent to a finite direct sum
of G-¤erbally prime algebras. Moreo¤er, e¤ery G-¤erbally prime algebra is
equi¤alent to an algebra obtained from an algebra in Theorem 2 by changing
the group action into a grading using duality.
Ã xŽ .Proof. If G is a finite abelian group, let G s Hom G, F . Since F
Ãcontains all roots of unity, G ( G. The grading of A by G corresponds to
Ã Ž . Ž .an action of A by G as automorphisms via l r s l g r , for all l gg g
Ã ÃG, g g G. When we consider the elements of G and G as F-linear
transformations of A, every g g G is an F-linear combination of elements
Ã Ãof G. Therefore every G-p.i. for A corresponds to a G-p.i. As a result, we
can now apply Theorem 2.
6. EXAMPLES
In this section we apply the results of Section 4 to classify p.i. algebras
with action from a cyclic group G s ZrmZ up to G-p.i. equivalence. As a
corollary we will be able to classify p.i. algebras with Zr2Z-grading. This is
probably of interest, since these algebras play an important role in Kemer's
work.
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By Theorem 2 we have three cases to consider. In each case A s B*
where B is a direct sum of matrix algebras. If G acts transitively on the
simple ideals then B* will be a simple G-algebra. Our next three lemmas
discuss which G actions are possible, up to conjugation.
Ž . tLEMMA 11. Let B s M F be a simple G s ZrmZ-algebra and letn
Ž . Ž .a g GL F ; S be a generator for the image of G in Aut B . Then tn t
Ždi¤ides k and a is conjugate to an element of the form I, I, . . . , I, V;
Ž ..12 . . . t , where I is the identity matrix and V is a diagonal matrix with
Vm r t s 1.
Proof. Since B is simple, a will act transitively on the simple ideals of
A. It follows that t divides m and that the permutation is a t-cycle. By
Ž .conjugation, we may assume that it acts as 12 . . . t . Now, if a acts as
Ž Ž .. m Ž .m r tb , . . . , b ; 12 . . . t , then a s 1 implies that b ??? b s 1. Now1 t 1 t
calculate
c , . . . , c ; 1 b , . . . , b ; 12 . . . t cy1 , . . . , cy1 ; 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 t 1 t 1 t
s c b cy1 , c b cy1 , . . . , c b cy1 ; 12 . . . t .Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 2 3 t t 1
Hence, if we take each c s b ??? b we geti 1 iy1
I , I , . . . , I , b b ??? b ; 12 . . . t .Ž .Ž .1 2 t
We may assume that the field F contains all the necessary roots of 1, and
Ž .so we may assume that b ??? b can be conjugated, say by c, to a1 t
diagonal matrix with roots of 1 on the diagonal. Now conjugating the above
Ž .by c, . . . , c; 1 gives the desired form.
Ž . tLEMMA 12. Let B s M k, l ha¤e an action from G s ZrmZ which
Ž .preser¤es degree and such that B is simple as a G-algebra. Let a g GL F ;n
Ž .S be a generator for the image of G in Aut B . Then t di¤ides m and either at
is as in the pre¤ious lemma, or k s l and a s V g, where g is as in Lemma
Ž .7 b , with all conjugations preser¤ing degree.
Proof. In the proof of the previous lemma conjugation by each b willi
preserve degree and therefore so will conjugation by any product b ???1
b . As for c, if b ??? b preserves degree we may take c to preserveiy1 1 t
degree, and if it reverses degree in the k s l case we may take c to reverse
degree and so conjugation by c will preserve degree.
&
Ž .For the case of M F , note that the graded endomorphism group isn &
tŽ . Ž .PGL F = Zr2Z, so the automorphism group of M F will ben n
Ž Ž . . Ž .PGL F = Zr2Z ; S which is isomorphic to PGL F ; H wheren t n t
H : S is the hyperoctahedral group Zr2Z ; S .t 2 t t
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&
2 t tŽ . Ž Ž ..LEMMA 13. Let B s M F s M F as a Zr2Z-graded algebra. Letn n
B ha¤e an action from G s ZrmZ which preser¤es degree and such that B is
Ž .simple as a G-algebra. Let a g GL F ; S be a generator for the image ofn 2 t
Ž .G in Aut B . Then 2 t di¤ides m and a is conjugate to an element of the form
Ž Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž ..I, I, . . . , I, V; 12 34 ??? 2 t y 1, 2 t 135 . . . 2 t y 1 .
Proof. As in the previous cases, a acts transitively on the simple ideals
and so 2 t divides m. Moreover, if we write B s [ B as a sum of simpleii
graded ideals then a will also act transitively on the B . By conjugation,i
Ž .we may assume that each B is sent to B . Also, within each B ( M Fi iq1 i n
Ž .[ M F , a must switch the two factors or it wouldn't be a 2 t-cycle. Then
rest of the proof is the same as that of Lemma 10.
THEOREM 4. Let G s ZrmZ. Then e¤ery G-¤erbally prime p.i. algebra is
t Ž .G-p.i. equi¤alent to some A , t di¤ides m; where A is one of M F , M orn k , l
Ž . Ž .M E ; and where a generator a of G acts by sending A , . . . , A ton 1 t
Ž y1 . Ž .A , . . . , A , V A V where V is a diagonal matrix whose krt th power is2 t 1
the identity. There are two additional possibilities: In case of M , a couldk , k
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .y1 .send A , . . . , A to A , . . . , A , V g A V g , where g is as in Lemma1 t 2 t 1
Ž . Ž .k Ž .7 b and where V g s 1; or in the case of A s M E and t e¤en, a couldn
y1Ž . Ž .send A , . . . , A to A , . . . , A , VA V , the bar denoting the in¤olution1 t 2 t 1
obtained from the natural in¤olution on E.
Proof. We calculate B* in each of the three preceding lemmas. Lemma
Ž . t t Ž . t11 gives M E and Lemma 12 gives M and M F , in the case ofn k , l n
Ž . t Ž .Ž .l s 0. In Lemma 13, B* is M E and the action by 12 34 ??? gives then
conjugation action in E.
Specializing to m s 2 and using duality between group actions and
gradings determine the verbally prime Zr2Z-graded p.i. algebras. We leave
the details to the reader.
THEOREM 5. E¤ery Zr2Z-graded ¤erbally prime p.i. algebra is graded p.i.
equi¤alent to one of the following:
&
Ž . Ž .a M E ;n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b M E [ M E with degree zero part consisting of all pairs A, An n
Ž .and degree one part consisting of all A, yA , where the bar denotes the
natural in¤olution in E;
&
Ž .c Mk, l;
Ž . Ž .d M k, l; F ;
Ž . Ž .e M k, l; E ;
Ž . Ž Ž ..f Write n s n q n q n q n . We define the algebra M n i, j00 01 10 11
as the set of n = n matrices M with entries from E j E , the homogeneous0 1
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Ž .elements of E, decomposed into 16 rectangular blocks M s M ofab, cd
dimensions n = n , such that M will ha¤e entries from E and willab cd ab, cd bqd
Žbe of degree a q c. Note that this case includes M with its usual gradingk , l
.and with the tri¤ial grading. ;
A B A BŽ . Ž . Ž .g M with degree zero part all and degree one part all ;k , k B A yB yA
Ž . Ž .h M E , in which the degree zero elements ha¤e e¤en elements ofkq l
Ž .E on the k, l diagonal blocks and odd elements of E on the off diagonal
Žblocks; and the degree one part is the opposite. Note that if l s 0 this gi¤es
Ž . .M E with grading induced by the natural grading on E.n
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